This study will re-think A Long Story under the guidance of Daniel Frampton's perspective of "filmosophy" which theorises film as a 'being' independent from any external effect, and acknowledges that film has a 'mind' and is 'able to think' in its own way. To be clear on re-thinking how A Long Story 'thinks' of the concept of 'recurrence' in its dramatic structure, this study first will give a detailed explanation of "filmosophy". Then, it will elaborate the particular 'intentions' and 'choices' that the film is responsible of whilst constructing itself upon the idea of 'recurrence'. Finally, this study will focus on a particular scene and explain its significance on locating 'recurrence' as the 'whole knowledge' the film keeps in mind. In this study, Daniel Frampton's conception of Filmosophy will be the guide to re-think the film named A Long Story (Uzun Hikaye, Osman Sınav 1 , 2012, Turkey). For Frampton, a film already thinks in its own way, unlike and "beyond" ours (Frampton 2006, p. 92). Thus, by taking its departure from the filmosophical perspective, this study prefers 're-thinking' a film instead of 'reading', 'interpreting', 'analysing' or 're/framing' it.
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Filmosophy
In his book named Filmosophy (2006), Daniel Frampton tries to find a new kind of theorisation regarding films. He positions himself against four ongoing attitudes in existing film studies: 1) "director-based writing", 2) "theorising [films] via human thinking" and "human-like terms", 3) "ultimate" separation of form and content in theories of narration, and 4)
"overwhelming" employment of technical terminology in film writings (Frampton 2006, p. 30, 31, 46, 114, 173 ).
According to Frampton, the first and the most important step of filmosophic re-thinking of a film is staying away from the fact of the existence of its creator. At this point, -on the contrary of auteurist theories 4 that explain any single shot in a film with its creator's intentions and his/her consciously or unconsciously made choices -filmosophy argues that film is a 'being' which has its own mind and its own way of thinking (Frampton 2006, p. 73 ). Thus, Frampton builds his theorisation upon the concepts of 'filmind' and 'film-thinking' and defends that the only being that is responsible of the intentionality and the choices inherent in the film is the film itself.
Whilst constructing his theorisation like this, Frampton also reminds "filmosophy does not aim to side-line the creators of cinema, but simply attempts to re-invigorate the experience of film." (Frampton 2006, p. 75) In his foregoing reminder, there is an emphasis on the encounter 5 of a film and a filmgoer because Frampton attaches a big importance to filmgoer's activity of thinking solely the film whilst watching it. For him, a filmgoer does not need to (should not) think about the "external invisible puppeteer" (i.e. creator/ director), his/her intentions and choices, used technology and conditions of production with its pre and post processes (Frampton 2006, p. 99) . That is to say, in
Frampton's filmosophic perspective, whatever external to the film is "not significant to the filmgoer 6 's experience." (ibid)
Theorising a film as a 'being', responsible of its actions deriving from its own intentions and choices, inherently attributes it a 'mind' and an 'ability of thinking'. However, Frampton distinguishes filmind and film's abilities from the ones humans have. He mainly thinks that filmind works beyond how human minds work because filmind has the "knowledge of the whole" (Frampton 2006, p. 84) . It knows what will happen both at the beginning and at the end of the film and constructs its world thanks to this knowledge. On the contrary, human mind is not capable of having the knowledge of the whole and no human is able to know his/her end. In this sense, Frampton finds human mind limited and also he quotes Noel Carrol and agrees with him that it is hard to explain the thinking of a film in relation to the thinking of a human mind Thus, he recommends a new kind of theorisation arising solely from a 'film-being 7 ' and accepts the nature of this 'being' as "non-human-like" (Frampton 2006, p. 46) . The examples Frampton gives, support his argument effectively as follows:
When I am in love with someone they do not always appear to me in soft-focus. When I am envious of another, or feeling sick, the world does not turn green suddenly. Desire does not cloud my vision in a red haze. We cannot see in black and white, nor actually 'zoom in' on things. (Frampton 2006, p. 47) The abovementioned examples put emphasis on film's ability to think itself through form.
As film has the knowledge of the whole, it constructs its dramatic structure by making its formal 179 choices in correlation with the demands of its world. In each step, film knows what to show us and how to show it to us. Each film has its own attitude of showing its characters, objects and locations which are inherent in the life flowing through the whole film.
As stated before, film is responsible of its own intentions and choices of the life it creates.
Whilst creating the kind of life, about which it has the whole knowledge, a film chooses its own time, location, characters, objects, clothing, events, languages, narrator and so on, concurrently with their colours, sounds, music, sizes, movements, distances, timings and so on. That is to say, it is a process of creation of the 'whole', not separate parts. 
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Originating from such a 'mind' which has the knowledge of its own 'end', every single thing in a film becomes thought and intended. In this case, form and content are non-separable from each other since they are thought and intended at the same time by the filmind. From its beginning to the end, a film thinks concurrently about the answers of the questions of 'what' and 'how' and creates itself as a whole 'being' which "controls the narrative and any narrators, but also importantly designs the images and sounds of the film-world." (ibid) This kind of mind provides a film with the integrity by balancing the significance of form and content in its life.
Thus, Frampton finds it necessary to construct his conception of filmosophy via such a balancing attitude, which, in his view, also should be embraced by other theorisations in film studies.
In the meantime, he draws attention to the crucial role of a filmgoer regarding the construction of such a balance in both his own theorisation and other existing film studies. In light with the most crucial points that Frampton constructed his theorisation upon and have been elaborated in this study so far, the foregoing example becomes more explanatory about the unnecessity of any exterior thought, description or intention in filmosophical re-thinking of films. In this case, from now on, this study will endeavour to re-think A Long Story within the scope of the principles that Daniel Frampton both put forward regarding his conception of 'filmosophy' and resisted regarding the existing theorisations in regular film studies.
How A Long Story 9 thinks of 'recurrence'?
Since Filmosophy acknowledges film as a 'being' that is able to think and create itself through its own mind, from now on, I, as a filmosopher 10 , will re-think A Long Story with no reference to any external effect. Besides, in this study, I will not let the film's intentions and A Long Story constructs recurrence not only by the 'similar' choices it makes regarding the destinies of its characters, but also regarding the physical features of the female characters,
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Münire and Ayla. The film thinks them looking like each other so that Ali and Mustafa can fall in love with the girls that have similar outside appearances. This also reveals that the film also intends to recur in Ali's and Mustafa's choices and admirations of their eternal mates with blonde, long and curly hair, eyes with similar colours (blue/green) and clothing in similar styles.
As well as the similarity in their outside appearances, both Münire and Ayla think, decide, speak and behave like each other, since they are created as the characters of recurring destinies. They see their mates by looking through similar perspectives and describe them with the same word as "crazy"; speak meaningful as they are reading passages from books; react in the same way and even mention the same words when they encounter with the same situations. These kinds of similarities will be detailed through particular examples not only referring Münire and Ayla, but also Ali and Mustafa, in the following.
As the film, from its beginning, has the knowledge and intention of recurrence in its mind, it makes Mustafa growing up to the age that his father and mother 20 years ago eloped, meeting a kind of girl similar to his mother and confronting a destiny almost the same with his father's. to the characteristics that the film attributes to the certain people it creates.
3) The main object through which A Long Story continues constructing itself upon the concept of 'recurrence' is the 'typewriter' which Ali finds broken, fixes and then cleans together with little Mustafa. Whilst creating its dramatic structure, the film thinks Ali doting upon that typewriter and writing memories, journals and newspaper columns with it everywhere even in a prison.
When Ali realises that eldest Mustafa is interested in writing too, he gives the typewriter to his son so that he can write wherever he is. Mustafa resists the idea of keeping the typewriter apart from his father when he is in prison but Ali insists and says "there is something that I know and so, I want you to take it along". At this point, this is overtly the expression of the film's own which means that 'there is something that the film knows' and for this reason it thinks Mustafa taking along only the typewriter whilst eloping with Ayla and starting to write the 'long story' of his parents on the train approaching to Dogancay. In this way, as the film tells itself through the story of Mustafa's parents written by him on the typewriter, it also provides the recurrence with the idea in its mind that, that typewriter would have the same meaning/place in Mustafa's future life which is implied by the film to be the same with Ali's past. what A Long Story aims to do during these moments is to make little son admire his parents' story of elope and to make the filmgoers feel (re-think) that Mustafa will have the kind of events recurring in his own 'long story'.
4) Dogancay is the place through which
This Study Re-thought
This study re-thought A Long Story as a 'being' that is able to 'think' in its own way. In accordance with this filmosophical perspective, this study tried to re-think a film through its own way of thinking 'recurrence' which is the 'whole knowledge' A Long Story keeps all the time in its filmind. At this point, it might be no wrong to say that this study occurred by taking its departure from Daniel Frampton's aim "to advance a new critical mode of attention" in film studies (Frampton 2006, p. 211 ).
This study re-thought A Long Story within the principals of Daniel Frampton's conception of 'filmosophy'. In this respect, it did not become a 'director-based writing'; did not 'theorise' the film via 'human thinking' and 'human-like terms'; did not 'separate form and content' of the film from each other whilst re-thinking it, instead felt the film as a 'whole being'; and did not 'employ' any 'technical terms' in its explanations or descriptions.
This study re-thought A Long Story through the concept of 'recurrence' since the filmosopher felt at her 'first-time naive experience' of the film that A Long Story thinks itself recurring through its choices on waiting for the same train at its beginning and ending and on creation and employment of its characters, objects and places. It creates its characters (AliMustafa, Münire-Ayla) as having similar destinies; looking like each other (Münire-Ayla);
thinking, reacting, deciding, speaking in similar ways (Ali-Mustafa, Münire-Ayla); and making the same utterances when they encounter similar conditions. A Long Story continues constructing itself upon the concept of 'recurrence' by the 'typewriter' (object) that changed hands between a father and a son to go on writing the same recurring story and by the small railway town, Doğançay (place) through which the film thinks itself starting again from where it seems to be ending.
